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Origins
-One of the earliest medieval kingdoms of West Africa

§ Time line: From ~500CE until late 12th century,

§ Location: Southern Mauritania and Western Mali

§ People of ancient Ghana were the Soninke. Their
dominance on their neighbors started with:

• Superior Iron weaponry,

• Acquisition of horses from North Africa

§ Ghana which means “Warrior King/The Gold King”, is
also known as Wagadu (meaning “land of herds”) in
Soninke.





The Epic of Wagadu (1)
Diabe Cissé and the Serpent Bida



The Epic of Wagadu (2)
Dinga Khoré ancestor of the Soninke clans



The Epic of Wagadu (3)
Diabe Cissé set out to find Kumbi Saleh



The Epic of Wagadu (4)
Diabe Cissé entered a pact with the snake Bida



The Epic of Wagadu (5)
Wagadu prospered under the Cissé dynasty



The Epic of Wagadu (6)
The snake’s curse lead to the decline of Wagadu



Organization within the Empire (1)
-Similar to a federal state

§ King “Kaya Magan” had absolute power,

§ Provinces had governors representing the King,

§ Empire was prosperous because of trade,

§ Perfect location in the Sahel: enables control of
commerce from the savannah to the forest in the south
AND the commerce from the Sahara and Maghrib.

§ A sophisticated trade tax system was in place, the
Soninke were in control of:

• The regional trade: exchange of salt, copper, dates
from the Sahara

• and trans-Saharan trade: slaves, livestock, kola nuts,
gold etc…



Organization within the Empire (2)
-Similar to a federal state

§ Strong military force: 200,000 men

§ Religion was mixed from ~8thcentury: animism and
islam (nobility mostly for business). Kumbi Saleh was
divided in 2:

• Muslim side,

• Animists side where the « muslim » King lived,

§ Dynasties were matrilineal: the custom was that it was
the son of sister of the king who inherits the throne.



Decline

§ Around mid 11th century the Soninke took control of the
city of Awdaghust from the Berbers,

§ Conflicts with the Berbers until the Almoravids
(muslims berbers) took the city back and the control of
trans-Saharan trade around 1054,

§ Ghana retook the city back around 1100, but never
regained its previous glory. The empire gradually lost
its dominant position in the Sahel:

• Lasting disturbances generated a new trade route
avoiding Ghana opened around 1224.

§ Deprived of its resources, Ghana was replaced by the
Sosso, then annexed in ~1241 by the empire of Mali.
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